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Abstract

As creep-fatigue evaluation methods on normalized and tempered Modified 9Cr-lMo steel for
design use, the time fraction rule and the simplified conventional ductility exhaustion rule are
investigated for the prediction of tension strain hold creep-fatigue damage of this material.

For the above investigation, stress relaxation behavior during strain hold has to be analyzed
using stress-strain-time relation. The initial value of stress relaxation was determined by cyclic
stress-strain curves in continuous cycling fatigue tests. Cyclic stress-strain behavior of Mod.9Cr-
1 Mo(NT) steel is different from that of austenitic stainless steels, so this effect was considered.
Stress relaxation analysis was performed using static creep strain-time relation and conventional
hardening rule. The time fraction by using the above stress relaxation analysis results can give good
prediction for creep-fatigue life of Mod.9Cr-lMo(NT) steel. For design use it is practical to be able
to estimate creep damages conservatively by both strain behavior of cyclic plastic(in continuous
cycling fatigue tests) and monotonic creep(in standard creep tests).

The life reduction by strain hold at the minimum peak of compressive stress in creep-fatigue
tests was examined, and this effects can be evaluated by the relationship between the location of
oxidation and the effective deformation at crack tip. In an accelerated oxidation environment, for
example in high temperature and high pressure steam, a different approach for life reduction should
be developed based on the mechanism of growth of oxide and crack growth with oxidation.
However, in the creep damage dominant region, its effect is saturated and the effect of cavity growth
along grain boundary becomes dominant for long-term strain hold in the high temperature
conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION
The analytical procedure(PNC procedure) using the time fraction approach to evaluate creep

damage has been already developed for Type 304 ss[l], and as the physical background of the time
fraction the grain boundary sliding was connected with the secondary creep deformation[2]. For
316FR ss PNC procedure gave good life estimation[3]. In structural design of LMFBR components
long time extrapolation has to be evaluated considering the intergranular failure mode which leads to
severe life reduction. Therefore PNC procedure for Type 304 ss and Type 316FR ss is good for
design use.

For normalized and tempered modified 9Cr-lMo steel it is interesting whether the procedure for
austenitic stainless steel can be applied. As the first consideration point the cyclic strain softening is
observed in modified 9Cr-lMo steel, and determination of cyclic stress level is important to evaluate
the time fraction. And the second point is an environmental effect(oxidation). The strain hold effect
at the compression side of each strain cycle induces fatigue life reduction. For long time
extrapolation it has to be clarified which interaction effect of creep damage or oxidation is more
severe for the fatigue life reduction.

2. CREEP-FATIGUE LIFE EVALUATION IN TENSILE STRAIN HOLD CONDITION

2.1 PNC TIME FRACTION PROCEDURE FOR CREEP-FATIGUE EVALUATION

PNC time fraction procedure is investigated based on creep-fatigue test results on Type 304 ss[l].
The time fractiqn is one of the ductility exhaustion, and it can be derived from secondary creep
strain fraction: e m At/ a mtR.
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For austenitic stainless steels this procedure was applied not only for Type 304 ss and also for
Type 316 and 321 ss as Monju structural design guidefl], and furthermore it is applicable for 316FR
ss from recent study[3]. The general schema of PNC creep-fatigue evaluation procedure based on
time fraction is shown in FIG.l. In PNC procedure, creep strain-time relation is expressed using
time to rupture and secondary creep rate. For normalized and tempered 2I/4CMM0 steel, which
shows cyclic strain softening, the initial value of stress relaxation in FIG.l is estimated using tensile
stress-strain relation(the first cycle behavior) in Monju structural design guide. In higher strain range
this estimation is too conservative[4], however in lower one(interested in design) it gives suitable
margin for practical design use. Therefore for normalized and tempered modified 9 Cr-lMo steel,
the applicability of PNC procedure is investigated using mechanical properties of this material and
creep-fatigue test data with tensile strain hold.

PART 1. FATIGUE DAMAGE FRACTION NUMBER OF CYCLE : N PART 2. CREEP DAMAGE FRACTION

GIVEN BY CYCLIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATION
OF CONTINUOUS CYCLING FATIGUE

STRESS RELAXATION BEHAVIOR

— ICREEP RUPTURE CURVElCONTINUOUS CYCLING FATIGUE ANALYZED BY CREEP STRAIN

EXPLICIT EXPRESSION OF INTERDEPENDENCE

FATIGUE DAMAGE CREEP DAMAGE

FIG.l CONCEPT OF CREEP-FATIGUE EVALUATION PROCEDURE OF PNC TIME
FRACTION PROCEDURE

2.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED FOR CREEP-FATIGUE EVALUATION

2.2.1 CREEP STRAIN-TIME RELATION AND TIME TO RUPTURE CURVE

The creep strain of modified 9Cr-lMo steel (normalized and tempered) is expressed by the
following equation[5], of which type was already examined for Type 304 ss in Japan.

ec=Ci[l-exp(-r1t)]+C2[l-exp(-r2t)]+ £ m t

where,

(1)

£mai

C2r2=a2

bi
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and £ m is secondary creep strain rate and tRis time to rupture. In the above equation it is the
distinctive feature that creep strain-time relation is represented using £ m and tR instead of stress. At
the same stress level, creep strain behavior is scattered in response to the difference of time to
rupture. If stress relaxation rate is high, then creep rupture strength is weak. Therefore in the time
fraction rule, higher stress relaxation rate is not connected to lower creep damage.

Secondary creep strain rate £ m related to time to rupture t R is expressed in the following
Monkman-Grant type equation[5],

£m=Fexp(-Q/RTK)tR- (2)

and time to rupture t R is expressed as follows[5] using Larson-Miller type time-temperature
parameter.

y (3)

where o is stress, and TK. is absolute(Kelvin) temperature.

2.2.2 CYCLIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATION AND LOW CYCLE FATIGUE CURVE

The cyclic stress range Ao -strain range Aft relation of modified 9Cr-lMo is analytically
represented using Ludwik type equation as follows:

for Ao ^ Op, Ao = E Aft

(4)
for Aa>ap , logio(Aa-2 ap) = Go+G] logio(A£t-Aa/E)

where a p is the proportional limit, E is Young's Modulus, and Go, G] are parameters of
temperature. In eq.(4) materials constants were determined from experimental results on continuous
cycling fatigue at the strain rate of 0.001 mm/mm/sec[5].

The average trend of low cycle fatigue life of modified 9Cr-lMo steel is determined using an
analogous technique between analysis results on 2V4CMM0 steel(widely compiled data base) and
test results on modified 9Cr-lMo steel. The effects of temperature and strain rate is considered based
on the above analogy. Obtained equation is as follows:

(logi0Nf)= Do+ D! logi>A£t+ D2( log» Aet)2+ D3( logB Ae^
+ D4 T2 logr) £+D5 T( log»A£t)4+D6Tlog» £ (logflAf^ (5)

where Nf is number of cycles to failure, £ is strain rate(mm/mm/sec) and T is temperature^).
The coefficients Do to D^ are constants[5].

2.2.3 DIAGRAM OF CREP-FATIGUE DAMAGE LIMIT

As for 2V4CMM0 steel Campbell type diagram in ASME Code Case N-47 for stainless steels
was applied, and life prediction result was conservative using tensile stress-strain relation (same as
cyclic one for the first cycle)[4]. Therefore on the basis of the analogy to 2'/4Cr-lMo steel the
examination whether estimated life using cyclic relation of eq.(4) and Campbell type diagram is
conservative or not is performed for modified 9Cr-lMo steel.

2.2.4 CREEP-FATIGUE LIFE ESTIMATION RESULTS

FIGURE.2(a)-(c) show creep-fatigue life prediction results by PNC time fraction procedure
using cyclic stress-strain relation without strain hold, and they are compared with test results.
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In FIG.2 predicted lives using the conventional ductility exhaustion rule, in which the ductility limit
is determined from the reduction of area: <£> obtained by creep rupture tests for more than 20,000
hrs. The value of <t> is about 80% up to less than 20,000 hrs, and it is expected that it decreases
steeply for longer rupture time like 2'/4Cr-lMo steel as shown in FIG.3 [6].
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For simplified application it is better that the value of ductility is constant, so 40% is given for the
analysis considering the analogy to 2I/4CMM0 steel in FIG.3. Predicted life is conservative
compared with PNC time fraction procedure for short tome strain hold. This tendency is almost
same as that in 2^/4Cr-lMo steel as shown FIG.4. For long time strain hold for more than 1,000 hrs
the conventional ductility exhaustion is still conservative for modified 9 Cr-lMo steel, and it
becomes more conservative if the ductility is less than 40% in very slow strain rate condition.

PNC time fraction procedure using the cyclic stress-strain relation gives reasonable life
prediction as shown in FIG.2 compared with the conventional ductility exhaustion rule. And when
the tensile stress-strain relation is applied it gives surely conservative life estimation. In the next
demonstration reactor design the evaluation method is still under investigation, however PNC time
fraction procedure using the tensile stress-strain relation procedure is probable one because of the
consistency with 2 I/4CMM0 steel, simplicity, suitable margin in lower strain and so on.
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FIG.4 COMPARISON BETRWEEN TWO ESTIMATED CREEP-FATIGUE LIVES BY DUCTILITY
EXHAUSTION AND PNC TIME FRACTION PROCEDURE(823K)

3. CREEP-FATIGUE LIFE EVALUATION IN COMPRESSION STRAIN HOLD CONDITION

Creep cavities along grain boundaries were observed for Type 304 ss[2], however no cavities
were observed for modified 9Cr-lMo steel under the same conditions. This fact indicates that the
process of creep damage accumulation of this material is different from Type 304 ss. For modified
9Cr-lMo steel an incubation time has to be necessary to structure grain boundary(or pseudo grain
boundary) by the precipitation before the cavity nucleation. Nevertheless in the creep damage
dominant condition, the failure mechanism of this material could be same as that of Type 304 ss, and
the cavity growth dominates the life of material. FIGURE.4 shows creep cavities observed in a
fractured specimen of which test duration time is about one year. Consequently in the design
condition PNC time fraction procedure is applicable for tensile strain hold(creep damage dominant).

The failure mode of compression strain hold is quite different from that of tensile one.
FIGURE.5(a) shows the shape of the crack on the cross section in the case of compression hold. The
crack tip was very sharp and grew from the surface of oxide to matrix of fractured test specimen.
The shape of crack tip of tension hold is filled with oxide as shown in FIG.5(b). The oxidation effect
due to strain hold time is saturated, and the life reduction caused by creep damage accumulation
during tensile strain hold is more severe as shown in FIG.6[5].
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4. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

(1) PNC time fraction procedure is applicable to creep-fatigue life evaluation of modified 9Cr-lMo
steel in the creep damage dominant (tension hold) condition.

(2) In the oxidation dominant(compression hold) condition, PNC procedure cannot be applied.
However, for long time strain hold, the creep damage effect is severe rather than the oxidation effect,
because the latter one is saturated. Therefore if the strain hold effect is evaluated in the condition of
tension hold, as the results the oxidation effect is also evaluated conservatively.

(3) For structural design using modified 9Cr-lMo steel PNC time fraction procedure using tensile
stress-strain relation is practical, because it is simple concept, conservative, analytically represented
and so on.
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